Joseph L. Rivers papers, 1921-2010
SCHS# 0446.00

Description: 2.5 linear ft. (5 boxes)

Creator: Rivers, Joseph LaRoche


Papers also include some material pertaining to Henry F. Rivers and his wife Evelyn Hart Rivers, including research on Belvidere Plantation, and estate records.

Preferred citation: Rivers, Joseph L. Joseph L. Rivers papers, 1921-2010. (446.00) South Carolina Historical Society.
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Container Listing:

BOX 1
446.01.01  Henry F. Rivers papers: personal papers
446.01.02  Henry F. Rivers papers: estate records of Henry F. and Evelyn H. Rivers
446.01.03  Henry F. Rivers papers: biographical data, clippings, etc.
446.02  Joseph L. Rivers papers: genealogical research
446.02.01  Joseph L. Rivers papers: Bailey, Fripp families
446.02.02  Baker, Bohun, Bellinger families
446.02.03  Bower, Hext, Branford, Peter, Cater, Rutledge families: journal of Paul Hamilton
446.02.04  Capers, Reynolds families
446.02.05  Clark, Grimball families
446.02.06  Croskeys, McCants families

BOX 2
446.02.07  Elliott, Gibbes, Fenwick families
446.02.08  Fraser, Grimke, Rutledge, Winthrop, Drayton families
446.02.09  Freer, Girardeau families
446.02.10  Gregorie, Venning, Hutson families
446.02.11  Hanahan, Gervais families
446.02.12  Hart, Crispin families
446.02.13  Hayne, Splatt, Dean families

BOX 3
446.02.14  Jenkins family
446.02.15  Jenkins, Rippon, Sealy, Frampton families
446.02.16  Ladson, Miles, Graves, Perry families
446.02.17  LaRoche family
446.02.18  LaRoche family
446.02.19  LaRoche family

BOX 4
446.02.20  Morris, Sallas families
446.02.21  Rivers family
446.02.22  Rivers family
446.02.23  Rivers family
446.02.24  Rivers family
446.02.25  Rivers family
446.02.26  Rivers family
446.02.27  Seabrook, Baynard, Whitmarsh, Calder, Smelie families
446.02.28  Scott family
446.02.29  Sealy, Sumner, Staples families

BOX 5
446.02.30  Smith, Shenckingh, Wragg, DuBose, DuGue families
446.02.31  Stanyarne, Fitch families
446.02.32  Stiles, Simmons, Sumner families
446.02.33  Townsend family
446.02.34  Waight family
446.02.35  Whaley family
446.02.36  Woodward, Godfrey families
446.02.37  Miscellaneous: all families